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The Spirit Of The Disciplines
How does discipline help? When thoughts are disciplined, they take the shape of positive affirmations and prayers, when actions are disciplined, they hold the potential of selfles ...
Meditate with Urmila: The joy of discipline
By Alec Giufurta On the front lawn of his Shinnecock Hills church, Father Alexander Karloutsos placed his hand upon a small cross, dated with rust and easily missed by passersby and visitors alike.
‘Spirit Overcoming Discipline:’ A Pastor’s Day of Consolement, and 20 Years of Rebuilding
A tribute piece hailing the great Italy, Stade Francais and Toulon number eight Sergio Parisse, who will retire from playing at the end of the season.
The legend of Italy great Sergio Parisse will live on
'I enjoy the opportunity for us all to start on the start line together' says US road race champion and gravel contender ...
Lauren Stephens: The spirit of gravel is to allow promoters to create their own rules
If you’re a progressive American who strives to keep up with the world of news and punditry, I’d wager real money you’ve never thought to yourself, “You know what sort of writer the New York Times ...
The New York Times Adds a ‘Kinder,’ ‘Gentler’ Anti-Gay Authoritarian Christian to its Roster
Beyond our negative schemas and cognitive distortions, “bugs” in our hardware (body’s biology) can make our brains unwell. If you’ve had a head injury in your past, you’re more likely to have a ...
Understanding the ‘Bugs’ in Our Hardware
Martin Luther King Jr.’s practice of nonviolence – based on unconditional love – offers a revolutionary guide to healing strife and divisions today.
The power – and relevance – of Martin Luther King’s revolutionary love
Although extending compassion to police officers might seem like a heavy lift, it is necessary if we want movement work to succeed.
How the police stand to benefit from abolition
On the football field Friday, for the second time in three weeks, I got to see the Kays dance in jubilation as the band played the school fight song. When moments such as that coincide with the games, ...
2-Minute Drill: School spirit
New Orleans based Jon Cleary is keeping the distinct piano style of his adopted city alive. He will perform with his band in Houston's Continental Club on Friday,7.
Sure To Pass A Good Time: Jon Cleary To Perform At The Continental Club
Tom Simpson's remarkable story is one close to Eroica Britannia's spiritual and geographical heart. Chris Sidwells is a freelance writer, editor and photographer whose words and/or pictures appear in ...
The Story of Tom Simpson by Chris Sidwells: Cinder Tracks to Superstar
That day, one of the things that happened was a presentation about the use of social media. The point was to urge chancellors and deans to urge their faculty members to get the word out about their ...
How to Deal With the Dark Side of Social Media
“Speaking of which, just what kind of discipline to you enforce on the girls that causes ... “Anyhow, as for the question of the Spirit Key and the Forbidden Deck, you probably heard Night Hawk's ...
No Such Duel: Chapter 11: The Final Move
An axis of rotation for the whole family, everyone used to hover around him. He set higher goals, dreams and aspirations for us ...
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Generous in spirit, caring to the core, he defined success
Introduction to Motivational Interviewing – A unique opportunity to learn more about the spirit of Motivational Interviewing ... The EPA deals with psychiatry and its related disciplines and focuses ...
The EPA puts suicide treatment and prevention at the forefront of its e-learning programme
In honor of two centennial anniversaries, the Lewis Center for the Arts and CLASSIX have teamed up to present “REACTIVATING MEMORY, ‘Shuffle Along’ and the Tulsa Race Massacre: A Centennial
Symposium.
A look behind the scenes of “REACTIVATING MEMORY, ‘Shuffle Along’ and the Tulsa Race Massacre: A Centennial Symposium”
Casual staff often miss out on professional development and feel isolated and invisible. Team teaching helps support these staff while improving the continuity and quality of university teaching.
The casual staff who do 80% of undergrad teaching need more support – here’s a way unis can help
Performers in such dance-centric shows as “The Lion King,” “Chicago” and “Hamilton” are flexing an inner strength while they relearn the steps they haven’t done in 18 months.
With 10-hour rehearsals and buckets of ice, dancers prepare to retake Broadway stage
Zulaikah Nurziana Nasser's success as US collegiate golf champion stems from the unwavering support of her family to sustain her passion.
Making of a golf champion – teen spirit to the fore
The Washington Spirit forfeited its match Sunday at Audi Field against OL Reign for “breaches of the league’s medical protocols,” the National Women’s Soccer League announced Saturday. Per FIFA ...
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